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Artist Statement
The work in this show, done between 2014 and 2016, consists of examples of two interconnected
bodies of paintings – the Prospect and Quotient series, with the addition of Second Stage, a
painting that immediately preceded both of these groups. For a long time now, I have been working
on generating a flexible grammatical index of the areas of abstraction that particularly hold my
attention. By setting up a vocabulary of devices, techniques, references, and theoretical
underpinnings, I have been able to make paintings and drawings that illuminate approaches that I

find compelling. This evolving toolbox allows me to shuffle things up, change pace, and move
matters along – to temper sensibility, touch, and bring attention to formal concerns with logic and
straightforwardness. I have always felt that while an artist is drawn to certain subjects and has a
predilection for certain ways of making (in my case geometry, the machine and the machine-like,
the grid, color, and the decorative), I do not like to rely too much on a sensibility generating the
work, nor to take a particular approach and run endless variations on it. I like to surprise myself,
and this work did the job for me.
Second Stage and the Prospect paintings, as well as the larger collage, acrylic, flashe on linen
paintings that followed them are complex concoctions – colorful, playful, multipart, and mosaiclike. They evoke architectural diagrams (mixing both plan and elevation), time-motion charts, as
well as toys and games. They are intricate and pleasantly time-consuming to paint. At a certain
point in their making, the outer shape of the painting, solid white, sits there on the linen ground,
ready to be filled in with colors, lines, and shapes. That plain but highly articulated form always
intrigued me, and I went on to the next phases with a certain degree of regret. Until I thought –
why not make a painting with just the two elements – intricate figure and (in terms of negative
space) equally complex ground? The panel and room-like divisions of the earlier paintings could
still be intuited from the outer shapes, and the larger spaces allowed me to use oil paint (instead of
the ripped and pieced collage elements), so that I could take advantage of oil’s chromatic richness
and luscious surface. The series on display here, the Quotients, used two colors to increase the
paintings’ intensity; and over the next few years the forms gradually became more complex, the
interiors opened up, and my longstanding interest in the architectural, the decorative, and the
ornamental was given freer rein. The Quotient paintings set the stage for the work to follow, as the
Prospect paintings had before.
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